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Boilers, Burners and The Deppmann Difference. 
One size does not fit all!  When you call 

R.L. Deppmann, we will not try to fit you into the product that we represent. 
 

With R.L. Deppmann, YOU HAVE OPTIONS! 
 

Our skilled sales team (includes 3 LEED AP’s on staff) will help you determine your best solution based on 
your unique design requirements and budget.  You may only be able to afford to do a burner change out, 
increasing the operational efficiency of your current equipment by installing a new 10:1 burner, or adding 

parallel positioning to your dual fuel boiler.  You may decide to replace your current large boiler with a newer 
more efficient boiler of similar design.   

 

R.L. Deppmann Company represents Aerco, Bryan, Burnham, Industrial Combustion and LAARs. 
 

  

 

 
Industrial Combustion 

  

Or you may decide to replace that single large boiler with 
multiple smaller condensing boilers.  Each option has its 
own complexities due to repiping and demolition which 
affect the ultimate project cost. 
 
Whether you have dual fuel requirements, need a reliable 
landfill gas burner, or just have old tired boilers with a limited 
budget, make an appointment with your Deppmann 
salesman soon.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bryan Commercial 
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